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Operators keen to hide their identities disseminated leaked UK/US trade documents in a similar fashion to Russian operation “Secondary Infektion,” exposed in June 2019
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Executive Summary

The unredacted UK-US trade documents that leaked in the lead-up to Britain’s general election were amplified online in a way that closely resembles the known Russian information operation “Secondary Infektion.” The similarities to Secondary Infektion are not enough to provide conclusive attribution but are too close to be simply a coincidence. They could indicate a return of the actors behind Secondary Infektion or a sophisticated attempt by unknown actors to mimic it.

- The leaks were published on October 21, 2019, by a Reddit user called Gregoratior. That account used grammatically incorrect English and made specific errors that were also characteristic of “Secondary Infektion”.
- On October 23, a German-language persona called Max Ostermann posted an article about the leaks to three different sites: German subreddit r/de; Austrian local-news blog site meinbeizirk.at; and Berlin-based platform homment.com. On each German site, the persona used an account that was created that day, only posted once, and was never used again (such accounts are referred to in this report as “single-use burner accounts”).
- Single-use burner accounts were repeatedly used on the same three sites as part of Russian operation Secondary Infektion, which was originally exposed in June 2019.¹
- Simultaneously with the German posts, a user going by the name “Wilbur Gregoratior” republished the original English-language Reddit post on the conspiracy site beforeitsnews.com, a site also repeatedly used in the Secondary Infektion campaign.
- Unlike user Max Ostermann, Wilbur Gregoratior had already published three other articles in early October. All three were plagiarized, suggesting an effort at camouflage or audience building.
- The same day, a Twitter account, @gregoratior, began tweeting the English-language Reddit post directly to senior UK politicians and media figures. This resembled earlier amplification efforts by Secondary Infektion.
- The operation struggled to draw attention to the documents it disseminated and employed various strategies for doing so. Only after unknown actors emailed the Reddit post directly to political activists in the UK in late November did the leaks make the news.
- The most urgent question is how the leaked documents - apparently genuine - came to be disseminated online in what appears to be an information operation, six weeks before the UK’s general election.

Background | Operation Secondary Infektion

Secondary Infektion is the name given to a long-running information operation originating from Russia that Facebook initially exposed and attributed in May 2019. The Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab (DFRLab) found that the operation spread across at least six languages and dozens of platforms, especially Reddit and smaller blogging forums, including beforeitsnews[], homment[], and meinbezirk[].

For the purposes of this report, five features of Secondary Infektion stand out. First, the operation repeatedly used the same usernames, or variants on the same name, to publish the same article across different platforms; for example, the operation used a persona called “Tom Taylor from Braunau” to post a false story about US actions in Venezuela to meinbezirk[]. and a persona called “TomTay” to post the identical story to homment[].com and ask1[].org.

Second, it paid great attention to operational security and almost invariably used single-use burner accounts to publish its stories. In the example above, “Tom Taylor from Braunau” created his account on meinbezirk[] on March 1, 2019, posted one article that same day, and never posted again; “TomTay” joined ask1[].org on March 1, 2019, posted one article that same day, and never returned to the site.

---

7 The author’s profile can be seen by clicking on the article at https://www.ask1.org/threads/irak-syrien-venezuela-die-usa-planen-chemische-attacke.18117/, archived at http://archive.ph/wiXcH.
Profile pages for Secondary Infektion assets “Tom Taylor from Braunau” on meinbezirk.at, top and “TomTay” on ask1.org, bottom. The “Tom Taylor” account was registered on March 1, 2019 and only contributed one post (“1 Beitrag”). The “TomTay” account was registered the same day, only made one post, and last logged in (“wurde zuletzt gesehen”) on March 1, 2019.

Third, the Secondary Infektion personas repeatedly used the same combination of sites to post their German-language content, including the Austrian local-news site meinbezirk.at and the fringe German-based site homment.com. This is an unusual and distinctive combination, including both German and Austrian sites; moreover, homment.com has fewer than 5,000 monthly unique visitors, marking it as a niche site.

Fourth, the operators repeatedly made language errors in their English posts. In particular, they struggled with the words “a” and “the” and with the word order in questions, giving rise to quotes
such as “Current situation is jeopardizing our joint action directed against the regime of usurper Maduro”\(^8\) and “Why the Democrats collude with Ukraine?”\(^9\). These specific errors repeatedly featured in earlier Russian information operations, although this is inconclusive on its own.

Finally, the operation used the handful of accounts it controlled on Twitter and Facebook to try to draw the attention of politicians and journalists to its stories. On Twitter, operation accounts addressed their posts directly to such influencers using @-mentions; on Facebook, they posted the stories into politically focused groups.\(^10\) This technique was not, of course, unique to the operation, but is significant in the context of the UK leaks.

\[\text{Tweets from Secondary Infektion account @KPrydius directly to German nationalist politicians, promoting a false story planted by the operation.}\]


\(^10\) See, for example, the archived account @KPrydius at http://archive.is/yl8B3.
October 21 | The UK Leaks

The leak of the unredacted UK-US trade documents began on Monday, October 21, 2019, when Reddit user u/gregoratior posted a link to the documents, together with a summary of their content, in two popular subreddits: r/worldpolitics (978,000 members as of December 1, 2019)\(^{11}\) and r/wikileaks (141,000 members as of the same date)\(^{12}\):

> I suspect that this publication will make some noise, so that's why you probably don't have much time to look through the internal secret documents that contain specific details of the upcoming FTA [Free Trade Agreement] between the UK and the USA (...) From now on, it is no longer a secret who is pushing the UK government to no-deal Brexit.

The article provided a summary of the 451-page leak, pulling out selected highlights and claiming that they showed the negative effects UK citizens would suffer from a free-trade deal with the United States, for example, "British citizens will inevitably face a sharp decline in the quality of imported food products" and "Cooperation is out of the question while [EU data protection law] GDPR stands in the way of American corporations like Facebook and Google."

The article did not mention the possible impact on the British National Health Service (NHS) or any details on the pricing of pharmaceuticals, even though concerns over this issue have been among the most prominent in UK domestic reporting.\(^{13}\)

The u/gregoratior account was created on May 4, 2017,\(^{14}\) but its earliest known post was on September 12, 2019. Its profile picture was taken from a photo series by French photographer Romain Laurent.\(^{15}\)

---

\(^{11}\) Attributed to “gregoratior,” “OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE: Great Britain is practically standing on her knees working on a trade agreement with the US," r/worldpolitics, October 21, 2019, https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/comments/dkzlfc/officialsensitive_great_britain_is_practically/, archived at http://archive.ph/3oFrv.

\(^{12}\) The post was later removed, but remains at https://www.removeddit.com/r/WikiLeaks/comments/dkxm37/officialsensitive_great_britain_is_practically/ and is archived at http://archive.ph/agyPG.

\(^{13}\) For example, Sarah Neville, "Could the NHS be part of a US-UK trade deal?" Financial Times, June 5, 2019, https://www.ft.com/content/7795cb64-877d-11e9-97ea-05ac2431f453.


\(^{15}\) https://romain-laurent.com/Burnout.
Top right, u/gregoriator, showing its profile picture and creation date ("cake day") on May 4, 2017. Top left, "Burnout" by Romain Laurent. Bottom, u/gregoriator’s first known post.

Before posting its leak, the account made 16 comments to different subreddits and created a subreddit of its own called r/ukwhistleblower but did not post anything there.16 Some of its comments also display grammatical errors that matched those made by “Secondary Infektion”:

“Why I am not surprised at all?”17

“It’s really fun to watch how easily mass media can turn every point on the map into a hotspot of the US politics.”18

“I wish he starts his every public speaking saying this.”19

The article that shared the trade leaks was also written in clumsy English that resembled the language used by “Secondary Infektion”:


17 [https://www.reddit.com/r/Libertarian/comments/d6fmpv/cnn_caught_staging_the_narrative_before_making/f0v6288/?context=3](https://www.reddit.com/r/Libertarian/comments/d6fmpv/cnn_caught_staging_the_narrative_before_making/f0v6288/?context=3), archived at [http://archive.ph/6Y0Wq](http://archive.ph/6Y0Wq).


19 [https://www.reddit.com/r/unitedkingdom/comments/d5tjko/borisジョンソン_makes_his_case_to_the_supreme_court/f0rpx3x/?context=3](https://www.reddit.com/r/unitedkingdom/comments/d5tjko/borisジョンソン_makes_his_case_to_the_supreme_court/f0rpx3x/?context=3), archived at [http://archive.ph/eAm5D](http://archive.ph/eAm5D).
“Great Britain is practically standing on her knees...”

“The United States is strongly determined to expand markets thus placing UK in ‘take it or leave it’ position.”

“The language and the tone in which negotiations are held sometimes give the impression that the second side of the process is not Great Britain, but a third world country.”

“Based on the content of these documents, we can now imagine what a terrible price Britain will have to pay to conclude a free trade agreement with the United States - from betraying partners and the interests of own citizens to betraying her national policies.”

Linguistic markers are never sufficient on their own to attribute the origin of a user account. Their significance in this case is that they closely resemble the type of linguistic errors observed in Secondary Infektion posts.

To recap: the mysterious user seemingly originated the leak of a diplomatic document by posting it around online, just six weeks before the UK elections. This raises the question of how the user got hold of the document in the first place. This is the single most pressing question that arises from this report.

Despite the scale of the leak’s later impact, it passed almost unnoticed at first. The post only gained one response on October 21, some three hours after it was published; the next reply came two days later.

A date-limited Google search for exact phrases used in the original post did not show any other copies posted elsewhere over the next two days. By November 21, 2019, the Reddit post had only
received 13 upvotes (i.e., positive reactions), according to a web archive made that day.\textsuperscript{20} The r/worldpolitics subreddit typically sees an average of at least one new story posted every five minutes, meaning that u/gregorator’s post to that subreddit would likely have vanished off the bottom of the screen in less than an hour.

All the evidence shows that u/gregorator’s post went all but unnoticed on the day it was made, and the day after.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{network_map.png}
\end{center}

\textit{The network map above shows the dissemination footprint for the Reddit URLs on Twitter. The network is small, indicating very little traffic. The blue cluster comprises supporters of the Labour Party and Corbyn, and the red clusters are those in opposition to Brexit. There are a small number of media commentators scattered throughout the map (in green).}

\textsuperscript{20} https://web.archive.org/web/20191121125933/https://www.reddit.com/r/worldpolitics/comments/dkzlfc/officialsensitive_great_britain_is_practically/
October 23, 2019 | German Amplification

On the morning of October 23 (European time), a user variously called “Max Ostermann from Braunau”, “Ostermaxnn,” and “Ostermax” posted a German article linking to the u/gregoratior leak on three websites: meinbezirk[].at,21 Reddit’s main German subreddit r/de,22 and homment[].com.23 The brief article summarized the findings in the leak and pitched them as an act of the UK betraying the EU:

“There were six bilateral meetings, 12 themes were discussed, the report has 451 pages! What do you say to that? And all behind EU partners’ backs!”

“It’s obvious that the Americans know everything that’s happening behind the scenes in Europe, and of course they’ll exploit the information they get from the Brits politically. Really, the negotiations between the USA and Great Britain are nothing but treason.”

Both “Max Ostermann from Braunau”24 and u/ostermaxnn25 were created on the day they posted their articles; neither one ever posted again. Homment does not show when the Ostermax account was created, but online searches did not reveal any other articles on the site attributed to the same persona.

---

21 Attributed to “Max Ostermann from Braunau,” “Brexit: Hinter No-Deal stehen die USA”, meinbezirk[].at, October 23, 2019, archived at http://archive.ph/bnOtN.
24 Profile at https://www.meinbezirk.at/braunau/profile-550935/max-ostermann?type=article, archived at http://archive.ph/L3c8N.
Moreover, the time lag between account creation and posting was extremely short. According to the open-source tool reductive.com, which analyzes the metadata of Reddit accounts, u/Ostermaxnn was created at 04:36 ET on October 23, just 40 minutes before posting its only article at 05:14 ET.
This practice of employing single-use burner accounts on exactly the same combination of websites used by Secondary Infektion’s operators is a strong behavioral parallel between Secondary Infektion and the UK trade leaks dissemination operation.

This combination of websites is itself unusual. According to the web analytics platform SimilarWeb.com, meinbezirk[.]at, which is a site for Austrian local news, is the 36th most visited site in Austria, with 2.45 million unique monthly visits; of those, over four-fifths come from Austria. Reddit is the 32nd most visited site in Austria and the 39th most visited in Germany. But homment[.]com is the 381,018th most visited website in Germany, with under 5,000 unique visitors per month, three-quarters of them from Germany and just 4 percent from Austria.

A casual user is highly unlikely to create three single-use burner accounts on three websites repeatedly used by Secondary Infektion, all on the same day, use them to post the same article, and then decide to abandon all three. This promotion of the original, English-language Reddit post in the German-language space can only realistically have come from the original Secondary Infektion operators returning to their old techniques or from an unknown actor mimicking Secondary Infektion.

In either case, this amplification pattern constitutes a deliberate information operation.

Given that the English-language post passed almost unnoticed in the English-language sphere and was not copied to any other website, it is also highly unlikely that the Max Ostermann operator happened to find it online. It is far more likely that the persona was part of the same operation and aimed to amplify the leaks and inflame anti-UK and anti-American sentiment in the German-language online space.

October 23, 2019 | English Amplification

While the German amplification operation was ongoing, an English-language user called Wilbur Gregoratior posted a verbatim copy of the original English-language article to the conspiracy

---

26 https://www.similarweb.com/top-websites/austria
27 https://pro.similarweb.com/#/website/worldwide-overview/meinbezirk[.]at/*/999/3m?webSource=Total
28 https://pro.similarweb.com/#/website/worldwide-overview/homment[.]com/*/999/3m?webSource=Total
website beforeitsnews[.]com.

This persona used the same profile picture as the Reddit user, as well as the same surname.

The article was timestamped 05:04. The site stamps its stories in 24-hour format and displays them in Eastern Time: thus the English article was posted 36 minutes after the u/Ostermaxnn account was created on Reddit and ten minutes before it published its only post.


It is possible that this timing was coincidental, but unlikely, given how little attention the original Reddit post received. It is more likely that the different posts were the work of a single operation, pushing out their content in multiple languages on multiple channels.

Unlike the German personas, “Wilbur Gregoratior” published more than one post on beforeitsnews[],com. The account posted one article each on October 1,31 October 2,32 and October 333 and then fell silent until its October 23 byline. However, all three of these early articles were copied from other sources, the news site Middle East Eye34 and the conspiracy site Moon of Alabama.35,36 The copying was overt, in the sense that the persona provided links to the originals at the foot of the article, but it nevertheless served to give the persona a small stock of material that likely served to build a character and a potential audience. Similar behavior regarding the re-use of news articles has been observed in a number of information operations.37

The parallels between Wilbur Gregoratior and Secondary Infektion are less obvious than in the case of the German accounts, but they exist nonetheless. Secondary Infektion also used beforeitsnews[],com at least twice, once with a single-use burner account38 and once with a more...

prolific and developed persona. That the Wilbur Gregoratior account posted its story on beforeitsnews[.]com while the German Max Ostermann account was setting up its story on r/de marks this as the probable work of a single operation.

October 23, 2019 | Twitter Amplification

Beforeitsnews[.]com was not the only place the operators amplified the original Reddit article on October 23. The same day, a Twitter account called @gregoratior began tweeting a link to the article to various high-profile UK politicians, most notably opposition leader Jeremy Corbyn, by tagging the politicians’ Twitter accounts in the posts.

The account gave its name as Wilbur Gregoratior and used the same profile picture as the persona on Reddit and beforeitsnews[.]com. The Twitter account was created on October 2, 2019 but did not post until October 23.40

40 The account was suspended on November 28, 2019. Its full portfolio of 83 tweets is archived here: http://archive.ph/8gaZz.
The account’s sole activity was to amplify the Reddit link. It posted the identical tweet 22 times on October 23, 10 times on October 24, and 19 times on October 25. Every time, it tagged a politician, a journalist, or (rarely) a pro-Assad or pro-Putin blogger.

@gregoratior’s first three tweets, tagging the UK Labour and Liberal Democrat parties and a number of members of parliament from these parties.
This was also the behavior exhibited by the earlier Secondary Infektion account @Kpyrdis. Though a weak signal on its own, as many would-be influencers repeat their own posts and tag genuine influencers in an attempt to climb the social-media ladder, it gains significance in the broader context of the operation.

Unlike the other assets in this network, the Twitter account continued sporadically posting into November, spreading its net ever wider to include comedian and actor Stephen Fry, historian Simon Schama, and actress Bette Midler.

Tweets by @Gregorator to Bette Midler (top), Egyptian radio host Mark Somers, Simon Schama, journalist Grahame Lucas, Stephen Fry, and Liberal Democrat peer Sarah Ludford.

---

The account tweeted its message at Financial Times chief political correspondent Jim Pickard (@PickardJE) seven times on November 6, in an apparent last-ditch attempt to be noticed. It also tweeted four times to the leader of the Scottish National Party, Nicola Sturgeon.

November 19, 2019 | Impact

In the first weeks after the posting of the leaks, none of the attempts at generating momentum via social media gained significant traction. It was not until after November 19, 2019 that the Reddit post finally took off. On that day, Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn accused Prime Minister Boris Johnson of wanting to "sell out" the NHS in trade talks with the United States and showed him a redacted version of the document that had been obtained under the UK’s Freedom of Information Act (FoIA). On November 21, pressure group Global Justice Now (GJN) confirmed that they had issued the FoIA request. The BBC then reported that:

"GJN spokesperson Jonathan Stevenson says that after the debate, the organisation was contacted via email and alerted to the presence of the uncensored documents on Reddit."

The email address from which the mail came has not been confirmed, making it unclear whether the Gregoriatior persona was behind these later efforts to disseminate the leaks through email. GJN’s Director Nick Dearden told Vice News that the sender was effectively anonymous; Dearden did not reveal the email address.

Vice News (V): You got the redacted documents earlier this year. When did you get the unredacted documents?
Nick Dearden (D): We only saw them for the first time a couple of days ago. Somebody basically emailed us saying, "Look, I've seen the work you've been doing on this, I've seen the secret documents, I have the real things and here they are," and they pointed us to them.

---

V: Are you allowed to tell us who this person is?
D: Well, I don’t know!

V: So they emailed you from a secure email, with no name?
D: That’s right. And in fact we even tried to email back and it wouldn’t let us email back, so it was clearly an email set up for the purpose of distributing these documents.

V: Did you get nothing else from them?
D: That’s it, that’s all we got. And then we looked at them and there’s no way someone could sit down and make up trade documents like that, and we compared them against our redacted documents.

V: It now turns out that someone put them on Reddit...
D: My assumption is that’s the same person and that they probably overestimated the reach of just putting something on Reddit. I guess they had seen Jeremy Corbyn on the leaders debate holding up our redacted documents, and I think they sent it to the Labour Party as well, because the party phoned me to ask about them and it seemed as though they had seen them already.

On November 27, Corbyn presented the full, unredacted documents at a press conference, and the release triggered widespread media coverage, and led to a number of investigations that traced the original leak back to the Gregoriat Reddit post.


If the emails did indeed come from the same operators who posted the leak to Reddit in the first place, Dearden was right: they overestimated the reach of Reddit but found a different way to have an impact on the UK debate, by emailing the leak directly to interested individuals.

Conclusion

The leaked UK documents spent their early public life languishing in unwatched corners of the internet. It was only after the emails and subsequent press conference in late November, over a month after they were first leaked, that they entered the public debate. This case demonstrates how hard information operations try to land their products in front of influencers and the impact it can have when influencers react.

The early attempts to seed and amplify the leak are crucial for understanding how the operation was conducted. The pattern of behavior in English and German mirrored the behavior of known Russian information operation Secondary Infektion, although that operation primarily amplified forgeries, not genuine and apparently unaltered leaks. That mirroring, which included the same combination of websites, the same type of single-use burner accounts, and similar language errors, appears too close to be coincidental.

Two hypotheses are possible. First, the operation could have been run by the same Russian operators who ran Secondary Infektion. Second, it could have been run by unknown operators who wanted to look like Secondary Infektion for unknown reasons. At this juncture and based on the available open-source information, Graphika cannot provide attribution of the operation and hopes that further analysis of this material by others will lead to additional insights.

In either case, the most pressing question is not who was behind the dissemination operation, but how the unredacted documents ended up in their hands in the first place. Public information on how the leak happened might begin to fill in the blanks on the actors behind it.
Appendix:

Reddit takes action against assets involved in disseminating the leaks, corroborates ties to previous Russian operation

On December 6, Reddit published the results of its investigation into the activity that Graphika and Reuters\(^49\) had identified on its platform.\(^50\)

Reddit confirmed that it had found a number of extra assets associated with Secondary Infektion and the Leaks campaign, and stated:

“All of these accounts have the same shared pattern as the original Secondary Infektion group detected, causing us to believe that this was indeed tied to the original group.”

Reddit concluded that the accounts u/gregorator and u/ostermaxnn were linked to the original Secondary Infektion operation\(^51\) mentioned above in the report and attributed to Russian actors by Facebook’s threat intelligence team. The key outstanding question, as before, is how the documents came to end up on Reddit in the first place.

Reddit also listed the other user accounts that it had identified as related to this operation. Graphika reviewed these and confirmed that their behavior matched the known pattern described in this report, and originally investigated in the Secondary Infektion report: single-use burner accounts that were created, used and abandoned all on the same day, posting articles that also appeared on websites frequented by Secondary Infektion, not least homment[.]com.


Other appearances of the leaks:

After Graphika’s publication, investigative journalist Henry Dyer pointed out that screenshots of the leaked trade documents emerged on image-sharing site Imgur on October 18, three days before the Reddit post. The Imgur post pointed to a file-sharing URL where the full documents could be downloaded. This was the same URL as that shared by u/gregoratior on Reddit three days later. The Imgur post did not provide any information on the user who uploaded the image; as such, it shows that the leaks were already online by October 18, but does not provide an immediate route to attribution.

Dyer also highlighted a number of posts on 4chan’s /pol/ board which amplified the leaks. These were posted on October 23, the same day as the German-language posts and @gregoratior’s first tweets. They were posted anonymously from five different user IDs, using language typical of 4chan, and pointed users back to the original Reddit post. Open-source evidence cannot determine whether these accounts were linked to the operation or the work of independent actors; 4chan’s anonymized system of posting means that these assets, too, are unlikely to lead to a reinforced attribution by open sources.

53 The Imgur post is online at https://imgur.com/LyQUITYA, archived at http://archive.ph/HeJZP.
A number of researchers also pointed out that the pro-government Daily Telegraph newspaper ran an article on July 10, 2019, that appeared to quote from some of the same documents as were later leaked by u/gregoratior. However, the final round of talks covered in the Gregoratior leaks was held on July 10-11, 2019, after the Telegraph report, and the metadata show that the documents were last modified on July 18, 2019. The leaked readout of the final round of talks even mentioned the Telegraph article.

---


Given this timing, the leak that led to the Imgur and Reddit posts appears to have constituted a separate and later incident. To date, there is insufficient evidence to conclude whether the two leaks came from the same source.

Graphika is grateful to the open-source community for its collective work in piecing together the history of these leaks, and especially to Professor Martin Innes of Cardiff University, Lisa-Maria Neudert of Oxford University, and Graham Brookie of the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab, for their review of our initial findings.

As our original report made clear, the most pressing question is how the trade documents made it from the UK government to a Reddit account that appears connected to a known Russian online campaign. Reddit’s own disclosure only makes that question more urgent.
Appendix:

Reddit takes action against assets involved in disseminating the leaks, corroborates ties to previous Russian operation

On December 6, Reddit published the results of its investigation into the activity that Graphika and Reuters\(^{49}\) had identified on its platform.\(^{50}\)

Reddit confirmed that it had found a number of extra assets associated with Secondary Infektion and the Leaks campaign, and stated:

“All of these accounts have the same shared pattern as the original Secondary Infektion group detected, causing us to believe that this was indeed tied to the original group.”

Reddit concluded that the accounts u/gregoratiot and u/ostermaxnxn were linked to the original Secondary Infektion operation\(^{51}\) mentioned above in the report and attributed to Russian actors by Facebook’s threat intelligence team. The key outstanding question, as before, is how the documents came to end up on Reddit in the first place.

Reddit also listed the other user accounts that it had identified as related to this operation. Graphika reviewed these and confirmed that their behavior matched the known pattern described in this report, and originally investigated in the Secondary Infektion report: single-use burner accounts that were created, used and abandoned all on the same day, posting articles that also appeared on websites frequented by Secondary Infektion, not least homment[.]com.

---


Other appearances of the leaks:

After Graphika's publication, investigative journalist Henry Dyer pointed out that screenshots of the leaked trade documents emerged on image-sharing site Imgur on October 18, three days before the Reddit post.\textsuperscript{52} The Imgur post pointed to a file-sharing URL where the full documents could be downloaded.\textsuperscript{53} This was the same URL as that shared by u/gregoratior on Reddit three days later. The Imgur post did not provide any information on the user who uploaded the image; as such, it shows that the leaks were already online by October 18, but does not provide an immediate route to attribution.

Dyer also highlighted a number of posts on 4chan’s /pol/ board which amplified the leaks. These were posted on October 23, the same day as the German-language posts and @gregoratior’s first tweets. They were posted anonymously from five different user IDs, using language typical of 4chan, and pointed users back to the original Reddit post. Open-source evidence cannot determine whether these accounts were linked to the operation or the work of independent actors; 4chan’s anonymized system of posting means that these assets, too, are unlikely to lead to a reinforced attribution by open sources.


\textsuperscript{53} The Imgur post is online at https://imgur.com/LyQUTYA, archived at http://archive.ph/HeJZP.
A number of researchers also pointed out that the pro-government Daily Telegraph newspaper ran an article on July 10, 2019, that appeared to quote from some of the same documents as were later leaked by u/gregoratior. However, the final round of talks covered in the Gregoratior leaks was held on July 10-11, 2019, after the Telegraph report, and the metadata show that the documents were last modified on July 18, 2019. The leaked readout of the final round of talks even mentioned the Telegraph article.

---


Communications
We are set to issue a joint public statement summarising the meetings. In the margins of the TIWG 1 I participated in two stakeholder roundtables hosted by City of London Corporation and British-American Business, with common themes around the future public communications battle, the importance of ambition and the strong base from which we start. Meetings took place against the media backdrop of Kim Darroch’s resignation and a Daily Telegraph story on the – allegedly poor – status of preparations for a UK-U.S. FTA sourced from a separate leak of documents. The timing and scale of this week’s discussions (with participation from over 150 officials from the two sides) meant DIT was well placed to rebut the Telegraph story strongly - and the USTR team was robust with UK stakeholders on the state of talks.

Extract from the final leaked document, showing the reference to the Daily Telegraph piece.

Given this timing, the leak that led to the Imgur and Reddit posts appears to have constituted a separate and later incident. To date, there is insufficient evidence to conclude whether the two leaks came from the same source.

Graphika is grateful to the open-source community for its collective work in piecing together the history of these leaks, and especially to Professor Martin Innes of Cardiff University, Lisa-Maria Neudert of Oxford University, and Graham Brookie of the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab, for their review of our initial findings.

As our original report made clear, the most pressing question is how the trade documents made it from the UK government to a Reddit account that appears connected to a known Russian online campaign. Reddit’s own disclosure only makes that question more urgent.